In the context of high dependent environments such as intensive care or operating room we would like to predict, as soon as possible, from past and present states, the evolution of the patient's condition in order to improve therapy and limit the amount of false alarms (1) . Based on the set of physiological data, clinicians have difficulties to formalise typical high level scenes that are representative of specific patient's state sequences to recognise. On the other hand, signal processing algorithms are limited to low level pattern detection. We propose an interactive environment for an in-depth exploration by the clinician of the set of physiological data. We hypothesise that such human-computer collaboration could help with the definition of signatures representative of specific situations. To test our hypothesis, we have defined a multi-agent system (MAS) with the capacities of 1) segmenting, 2) classifying and 3) learning. These three tasks are continuously adapted based on interactions with the clinician.
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A patient's multivariate record to explore 2) Finding specific (temporal / causal) relations between events 3) Learning scenarios 1) The interactive system we propose builds highly abstracted scenarios based on patient's data and interactions with the medical expert (the user). In the way to integrate existing methods and algorithms to find interesting signatures in data, we have chosen a workbench approach. It is the role of the user to test, validate and combine signatures automatically generated by the system.
2) We propose a multi-agents system as an alternative to classical bottom-up methods for data exploration. We benefit from the computer capabilities to analyse large amounts of data when clinicians encounter difficulties to define high level scenarios directly from physiological raw data.
3) Our system takes into account the clinician's expertise first to improve the construction of new knowledge (data learning), and second to ensure that the results provided are relevant for the user. The system is controlled via user's interactions. Interactions using examples allow to keep: -Autonomy: Each partner reasons using its own world of knowledge/concepts.
Issue & Approach Example Driven User/System Interaction
-Mutual understanding: example driven interaction ensures the equivalence between clinician concepts and system concepts (Rooting principle).
Moreover, interaction allows: -Focus of attention -Transmit notions of discrimination and association notions (Similarity/Dissimilarity)
Interaction principle applies at each data abstraction level (cf. example opposite for annotations).
1) Clinician annotates an
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Interaction

SpO2 Annotations
2) The system recovers data and annotations 3) The system builds its own model of annotated events and add its own annotations 4) The system focuses the clinician's attention on new similar examples for the event.
5) The clinician :
-refines its own model of the annotated events by system provided examples -revises annotations to modify completion (1)
Autonomous Self-Organised Multi-Agent System
Properties of our MAS are : -Autonomy : the MAS has its own representation of data. -Adaptability : At each level, methods proposed can adapt their results to external modifications (from the clinician or another agent).
-Self-Organisation : Interactions between agents allow exchange of knowledge between agents inside the same level and through levels (forward and backward, via feedback relations). !?
Scenario learned as explanation
Tool
We use the temporal version of the A Priori algorithm (3) (iii) 
Results
Tools
-Currently we use SVR techniques -Interaction between agents tries to optimise adequacy to SVR segment's models
Results
-Segmentation are autonomously performed (Heart rate and preprocessed symbolic data segmentation) -Existing classes could be used to facilitate the segmentation Classification Principle A classification agent is responsible for a specific physiological parameter.
Tools
-A hierarchical tree is used to create classes of similar segments by cutting the tree at an adaptable level.
-The distance between segments is the distance between their SVR models (2) . 
